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INF[67]900E Lecture 5 – Paper Structure and Dissemination



Deliverables

February 8th *** TODAY ***
 One/two page critical review of a paper
 Template on Moodle
 Evaluated on being constructive, specific, professional, structured

 0 to 3 points for each category

 

February 22ndth

 One page evaluation of another student’s review
 Template on Moodle
 Evaluated out of 5 marks on having lessons present, lessons missing, general feedback

 

February 29ndth

 NSERC proposal, one page text, one page references
 Must fit NSERC presentation guidelines (see Moodle)
 Evaluated on structure and clarity, through peer review
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Last Lecture
1. Plan your writing
2. Plan your research
3. Paper structure
4. Proposal structure
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This Lecture
1. Paper structure
2. Disseminating your work



Paper Structure



Paper Structure

● Depends on type of research
● Literature survey, vision paper, proposed approach, etc.

● Depends on type of paper
● Journals have ~20-30 pages, conferences have ~10 pages

1) Title
2) Abstract
3) Introduction
4) Background (for journal)
5) Approach
6) Evaluation set-up / results
7) Discussion
8) Related Work
9) Conclusion



Most Important Part? (Opinion)

1) Title
2) Abstract
3) Introduction
4) Background (for journal)
5) Approach
6) Evaluation set-up / results
7) Discussion
8) Related Work
9) Conclusion



Most Important Part – Intro (Opinion)

1) Title
2) Abstract
3) Introduction
4) Background (for journal)
5) Approach
6) Evaluation set-up / 

results
7) Discussion
8) Related Work
9) Conclusion

Introduction:
a) Context to the problem
b) What’s the specific problem 
addressed?
c) Brief summary of the approach
d) Contributions and research 
questions
e) Structure of the paper



Contributions Examples



Paper Centres Around Contributions



Title / Abstract / Keywords

Oakes et al (2023). Examining Model Qualities and Their Impact on Digital Twins.
In 2023 Annual Modeling and Simulation Conference (ANNSIM) (pp. 220-232). IEEE.



How to write a scientific abstract

https://www.easterbrook.ca/steve/2010/01/how-to-write-a-scientific-abstract-in-six-easy-steps/

1) In one sentence, what’s the topic?
2) State the problem you tackle
3) Summarize (in one sentence) why nobody 

else has adequately answered the research 
question yet.

4) Explain, in one sentence, how you tackled 
the research question.

5) In one sentence, how did you go about 
doing the research that follows from your big 
idea.

6) As a single sentence, what’s the key impact 
of your research?



How to write a scientific abstract

https://www.easterbrook.ca/steve/2010/01/how-to-write-a-scientific-abstract-in-six-easy-steps/



Intro

Introduction:
a) Context to the problem
b) What’s the specific problem addressed?
c) Brief summary of the approach
d) Contributions and research questions
e) Structure of the paper



Background

● Usually only for journal articles
● Mention the fundamental topics in the article needed to understand the 

approach

Oakes et al (2023). Fault localization in DSLTrans model transformations by combining symbolic 
execution and spectrum-based analysis. Software and Systems Modeling, 1-27.



Approach

● Detail the proposed approach, and try to include an overview diagram

Oakes et al. (2021, August). Machine Learning-Based Fault Injection for Hazard Analysis and Risk 
Assessment. In International Conference on Computer Safety, Reliability, and Security (pp. 178-192).



Evaluation

Oakes et al (2023). Fault localization in DSLTrans model transformations by combining symbolic 
execution and spectrum-based analysis. Software and Systems Modeling, 1-27.



Results

Oakes et al (2023). Fault localization in DSLTrans model transformations by combining symbolic 
execution and spectrum-based analysis. Software and Systems Modeling, 1-27.



Discussion
● Often missing from papers and leads to rejection

● My structure:
● Benefits of the approach

● Based on the evaluation, argue that results are good
● Limitations of the approach

● Anticipate reviewer’s objections
● Threats to validity



Threats to Validity
● Conclusion validity (are the conclusions right?)

● Threats to obtaining conclusions from results
● Ex. Are stats reliable and powerful enough, any random 

heterogeneity of subjects, repeatable?
● Internal validity (was the experiment done right?)

● Threats that might affect the results
● Ex. Sufficient metrics to evaluate approach, ensuring that 

approach was performed correctly
● Construct validity (does the experiment match the problem?)

● Threats of the approach not matching the theory
● Ex. Metrics not matching problem to be studied

● External validity (can the results be generalized?)
● Threats to generalization, Ex. Subset of population studied

Wohlin, C., Runeson, P., Höst, M., Ohlsson, M.C., Regnell, B.:
Experimentation in Software Engineering. Springer, Berlin (2012)



Related Work
● Mention other’s work
● And how your work is different

● Place before the conclusion
● Reader needs to understand your 

work to appreciate the differences

Oakes (2021). Machine Learning-Based Fault Injection for 
Hazard Analysis and Risk Assessment



Conclusion

Oakes (2021). Machine Learning-Based Fault Injection for 
Hazard Analysis and Risk Assessment

● Summarize the article, and present potential next steps



Disseminating Your Work



https://jeffhuang.com/struggle_for_each_paper/

Takeaways:
● Papers are a mix of hard work, circumstances, and luck
● Papers depend on helping hands
● Good papers get rejected



Discoverability is Essential

● In academica, we and our research need to be visible, for:
● Collaborations
● Impact (e.g., citations)
● Invitations for talks/PC/etc.
● Job applications

● We need to make it easy for others to know who we are, 
what research we do, and how strong our research is



How to be Discovered

● Be at seminars/workshops/conferences
● Attending is important, presenting is better
● Being on PC (reviewing) is great involvement
● Organizing (track/poster chair) is even better

● Publish in high-quality venues
● CORE ranking, impact factor

● Maintain an online presence
● Personal site, academic profiles (Google Scholar etc), 

social media



Discoverability Questions

● What do they look like?
● What are their pronouns/name pronunciation?
● What’s their email address/institution?
● What’s their recent/past work about?
● Who do they publish with?
● What’s their # of citations/h-index?

Goal of online visibility:
Make answers to these questions easy to 

find on your websites/profiles



Academic Profiles

Type Name

Researcher identifier ORCID

Identifier + more 
services

Web of Science

Social network ResearchGate

Auto-populated profile
(may allow editing)

Google Scholar

Scopus

DBLP

Note that citation count will vary between these profiles
- Scopus only scans high-quality venues, unlike Google Scholar



Consistent Maintenance

Can spend ∞ time on these sites

Do iterations, a little bit of effort every month

Answer the basic questions immediately

Consistent effort leads to opportunities and impact



ORCID - https://orcid.org/

Maintenance: Site links, employment, publications



Google Scholar - https://scholar.google.com/

Maintenance: Photo, contact, keywords, publication details, co-authors



ResearchGate -https://www.researchgate.net

Maintenance: 
Keep publications 
up-to-date, add 
texts if allowed



Scopus - https://www.scopus.com

Maintenance: Keep consistent with 
other profiles

Funding agencies might ask for Scopus 
profile instead of Google Scholar



DBLP - https://dblp.org

Automatically created for you
Important for computer science 
researchers



LinkedIn - https://www.linkedin.com



Personal Website

Strong recommendation to develop a 
personal website

● Affiliation details, contact info
● Research interests
● List of publications, service to community
● News feed

https://bentleyjoakes.github.io



Personal Website - Publications

● Maintain a publication list yourself
● Can link author versions of papers
● Google Scholar will index these

● Offer bib files and presentations too



!! Copyright Issues !!

ACM Publishing License and Audio/Video Release

2. Grant of Rights
(a) Owner hereby grants to ACM an exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free, perpetual, irrevocable, transferable 
and sublicenseable license to publish, reproduce and distribute all or any part of the Work in any and all 
forms of media, now or hereafter known, including in the above publication and in the ACM Digital Library, 
and to authorize third parties to do the same.

3. Reserved Rights and Permitted Uses.
(a) All rights and permissions the author has not granted to ACM in Paragraph 2 are reserved to the Owner, 
including without limitation the ownership of the copyright of the Work and all other proprietary rights such as 
patent or trademark rights. 

● When we publish an article, we give away some rights to the publisher
● Read these agreements carefully
● Ask the Polytechnique library if you have questions



!! Copyright Issues !!
(b) Furthermore, notwithstanding the exclusive rights the Owner has granted to ACM in Paragraph 2(a), 
Owner shall have the right to do the following:
(i) Reuse any portion of the Work, without fee, in any future works written or edited by the Author, including 
books, lectures and presentations in any and all media.
(ii) Create a "Major Revision" which is wholly owned by the author
(iii) Post the Accepted Version of the Work on (1) the Author's home page, (2) the Owner's institutional 
repository, (3) any repository legally mandated by an agency funding the research on which the Work is 
based, and (4) any non-commercial repository or aggregation that does not duplicate ACM tables
of contents, i.e., whose patterns of links do not substantially duplicate an ACM-copyrighted volume or issue. 
Non-commercial repositories are here understood as repositories owned by non-profit organizations that do 
not charge a fee for accessing deposited articles and that do not sell advertising or otherwise profit from 
serving articles.
(iv) Post an "Author-Izer" link enabling free downloads of the Version of Record
in the ACM Digital Library on (1) the Author's home page or (2) the Owner's
institutional repository;
(v) Prior to commencement of the ACM peer review process, post the version of
the Work as submitted to ACM ("Submitted Version" or any earlier versions) to
non-peer reviewed servers;



Open Access
Open Access is whether the published version of the article is freely available from publisher’s website

Open Access

Not Open Access



Open Access
Please see https://libguides.biblio.polymtl.ca/open_access

● Open access gold
● Article is freely available on journal’s website
● In hybrid journals, author/institution may have to pay processing charge (thousands of dollars)

● Open access green
● Journal’s website offers pay-to-read, author can put final versions on arXiv/institution repo
● There may be an embargo of 6/12 months before free versions can be posted

However, since Jan 1, 2024, new rules for ACM:

● Institutions will pay based on number of articles
● Articles will be open access

https://libguides.biblio.polymtl.ca/open_access
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Topics:
1. Paper structure
2. Disseminating your work

Dr. Bentley James Oakes

bentleyjoakes.github.io
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